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On November 22, 1963, I, SA VINCENT E, DRAIN, , 
contacted Chief of Police, JESSE E, CURRY relative to the 
following listed items of evidence which had been collected 

by the Dallas Police Department in their investigation of a 

the assassination of President JOHN F, KENNEDY on November ym 

22, 1963. Chief of Police CURRY, accompanied by Lieutenant 

CAFLDAY, made available these items for examination by the 

FBI Laboratory. Chief CURRY made available the following 

listed items which were received from Captain WILL FRITZ 

and Lieutenant CARL DAY of the Dallas Police Department, 

Dallas, Texas; , . 

. . 1. Live round rifle shell 6.5 millimeter, which 
- was found in rifle, Serial Number C 2766, 

which was believed to be the gun used in the 

above assassination. 

we. Spent hulls of 6.5 millimeter shell believed 
to have been fired in rifle, Serial Number 

0 G 2766, believed to have been the ‘gun used 

5? in the assassination. (2 spsnt hulls) 

ys One blanket found at the Scene where the 

% WY rifle was located, which may have been the 

an blanket used as a cover for carrying this 
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7 . “u. One shirt taken from suspect LEE HARVEY OSWALD. 
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nee or rown paper which was found at what was’ believed ; 

Os o be the point of firing of the fatal bullets 

No used in the'assassination . This paper possibly ( Ve) TS 

: may have been used to carry above rifle to the C& Ne 

hy scene of the building from which it was fired. - ~ ah 
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we 6, Sample of brown paper used by Texas School Book’, 

| Depository and sample of paper. tape used by. 

Texas School Book Depository ,». - us 

. Za 7 \ 
> 7./ Fragments of spent bullet found in the body of y 0 

Ly Governor JOHN CONNALLY. r \) 
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